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***

Keep an eye on this story folks; there’s something else here.

The FDA decision to block COVID-19 treatment options is very sketchy, and I sense that
Florida Governor Ron DeSantis knows the science will not support the Biden administration. 
This story -when exposed- has the potential to bring down the Biden administration, big
time… DeSantis senses it.

Earlier  today,  Florida  Governor  Ron DeSantis  held  a  roundtable  press  conference with
physicians,  clinicians  and  other  health  officials  in  Florida  to  denounce  the  Biden  FDA
decision to revoke monoclonal antibody treatments as a therapeutic option.  The FDA action
was not only done without communication, but the decision was also made without study
and without any input from the treatment side of the COVID-19 dynamic.

Here’s a brief segment of the DeSantis statement:

The full presser is below and is well worth watching to listen to the doctors who refute the
FDA claim that monoclonal treatments do not assist patients with Omicron variant.  Doctors
have treated Omicron patients successfully with the monoclonal antibody treatments. The
actual doctors who are treating the patients refute the FDA directly.

The input from Dr. Dwight Reynolds is very revealing. Something is very odd around this
story.

UPDATE: I  have located the data used to make the decision to get rid of
antibody treatment.
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It is a *single* non-peer-reviewed study that is not publicly available, written
by an author whose name the NIH would not reveal.

— Pete D’Abrosca (@pdabrosca) January 26, 2022

*
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